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centred around the loss of the casa in which the poet spent his infancy. Now alone, the poet is figured as staring out on to all that is left: the mins of the casa: deshechos acometidos por el azar escombros inflados en su perecimiento un hervor una dinastia incesante han vencido la casa.
('Un poco de polvo invencible' (Montejo 1967: 36)) His childhood home 'esta caida' ('De quien es esta casa que esta caida' (Montejo 1967: 12) ), and, indeed, such is the magnitude of this sense of loss that at times not even the shell appears to remain, but just an empty space:
ese espacio abolido donde se doblan las setenta costillas de la casa y cae sol a las piedras ausentes.
('Gira todo vivir por mi reloj ya calvo' (Montejo 1967: 9 ))
The image of the empty space filled with absent stones, coupled with Montejo's reference elsewhere in the collection to all that is left as being 'un poco de polvo invencible' (Montejo 1967 : 36) recalls Derrida's work on cinders: all that remains is the irreducible presence of the absence of the house. s Such a sense of solitude continues in many of the collections following Elegos, as
Montejo, whilst continuing to talk of the lost casa, increasingly makes a move beyond the more personal ambit of the house out into the social area of the city, the Venezuelan city, identified on at least one occasion specifically as urban Caracas. 6 Here too the poet mourns the loss of a habitat:
Estin demoliendo la ciudad donde tanto vivi, [ ... J Estin derrumbando sin tregua sus muros.
('Estin demoliendo la ciudad' (Montejo 1978: 40 ))
The quasi-rural city of the past is gone, with the modern urbanization of the present merely serving as a marker for the loss of what Montejo depicts as a more 'authentic' habitat, as he explains in his essay 'Poesla en un tiempo sin poesla':
Lo que nombramos con la palabra ciudad significa algo completamente distinto antes y despues de la aparici6n del motor, al punto que tal vez no resulte apropiado lingiiisticamente homologar, si deseamos llamar las cosas por sus nombres, la urbe moderna con la apacible comarca de otras edades. (Montejo 1996: 13) At this juncture, then, Montejo's concept of the lost, 'authentic' habitat seems to vacillate between the personal and the collective, the casa and the city. But Montejo's work, in fact, draws these two together in representing both as inseparable from a poetic loss. Following the above quotation from 'Poesla en un tiempo sin poesla', Montejo affirms, with regard to the lost city, that:
Hoy podemos advertir, tras la perdida de ese espacio, de que modo resulta imprescindible la relaci6n del hombre y la ciudad para explicamos las obras que nos legaron los artistas del pasado.
[... ] El Paris de Baudelaire, la Alejandria de Cavafy, la Lisboa de los cuatto Pessoa, se nos toman inseparables de sus logros artisticos. (Montejo 1996: 13) 53
Similarly, in the poem 'Materias del destino' from Tropico absoluto (1982) , referring to the relationship between poetry and the casa, Montejo asks:
Quien en sus muros grab6 mi poesia, antes de ser esta mi casa?
('Materias del destino' (Montejo 1982: 49» Montejo is suggesting that the collapse and demolition of the old habitats, on both a personal and a collective level, leads to a loss in poetic creation. But at this point we must, once again, recall Heidegger's affirmation that it is poetic creation 'which lets us dwell' (Heidegger 2001: 213) , not a dwelling which lets us create poetically. Indeed, the appeal to Heidegger's thought here finds its motivation within 'Poesla en un tiempo sin poesla', Montejo's most explicit essay on the theme of the loss of poetry and poetic habitats, where he makes direct reference to the German philosopher (Montejo 1996: 12-13) . Holding Heidegger's claim in mind, our reading of both the passages just cited changes radically.
In the case of Montejo's question as to who inscribed poetry into the walls of the house before it was his casa, our critical gaze, guided by Heidegger, becomes fixed on the word 'antes'. Poetry precedes the casa. It is what allows the walls to be seen as the 'authentic' habitat which was his childhood casa. Poetry is not lost, then, as a result of the loss of the house. Rather, the casa is lost because poetic creation has ceased.
However, when we turn our attention to the first quotation regarding the city, the effects of such a Heideggerean rereading are even more radical. The question is whether Montejo's reference to the Paris of Baudelaire, the Alexandria of Cavafy and the Lisbon of the four Pessoas concerns the actual cities in which these poets lived, or, whether, in fact, it is a reference to the cities which are found in and produced by their poetry. Read in this way, the quotation now seems to describe how the artistic achievements of these poets are inseparable from the way in which their poetry creates the poetic habitats 'Paris', 'Alexandria', and 'Lisbon'. The achievement in question, then, is precisely the construction of a poetic city, a poetic habitat.
This, of course, suggests more than the simple reversal of the relationship between poetry and the mourned habitats of the past posited by our rereading of'Materias del destino'. It indicates that the 'authentic' city whose loss Montejo mourns is itself nothing but poetry. There is no physical city here. There is only a poetic one.
What is more, this is a reading which applies not just to Montejo's concept of the city but also to his concept of the personal habitat of the casa. No critic has noticed these parallels before, yet they provide the key for understanding Montejo's concept of habitat. It becomes clear that what is being mourned is, as in the case of the city, not the loss of an actual house, but the loss of a poetic house, a house built by and out of poetry, in this case the poetry of Ramos Sucre.
In short then, on both the personal and the collective levels, Montejo mourns the loss of what he sees as a poetic past, a time in Venezuela when poetry was the habitat, and a time when the poet played the central role as the one who gave himself and his people a place to be at home. 'Authentic' habitat, then, for Montejo, is poetic: it is poetry. And his work attempts to describe this sense of loss of such a habitat from the perspective of both the society as a whole and the potentially Orphic poetic figure himself, ciphered in the images of the city and the casa respectively.9
And yet at the same time, such a poetic habitat and such a past when the poet and poetry were at the heart of dwelling -to use a Heideggerean term -are revealed as never having been. Talking specifically about the poetry of Ramos Sucre, Montejo refers to the way in which the poet's verbs 'se encuentra(n] casi siempre en presente, en un presente mitico' (Montejo 1974: 78) . The very poetic habitat which Montejo seeks to return to, to make 'present' , then, is described as mythical. For Montejo, 'authentic' dwelling -whose loss he mourns -is both poetic and mythical, poetry and myth. He writes, that is, of the loss of something which never was in the first place.
Of course, in defining 'authentic' habitat as poetry, Montejo's work raises the question of what constitutes the 'inauthentic' habitat in which the poet and modern Venezuela find themselves. Is it something more than just the modern urbanized cities such as Caracas alluded to in many of Montejo's poems? Certainly, our reading of the mourned 'authentic' habitat as being poetic suggests that, likewise, Montejo's concept of the 'inauthentic' habitat is, ultimately, not going to be physical in nature. And this is indeed what we find.
In his heteronymic work~i cuaderno de Bias Coli (1998),1°Montejo tellingly refers to 'la casa del habla' (Montejo 1998: 31) , and describes language as 'la verdadera piel del hombre' (Montejo 1998: 40) .11 Language, then, is our house, that which we inhabit. Yet this house is simultaneously described as our 'carcel alfabetica' (Montejo 1998: 105) . (Alphabetic) language often gives us the 'ilusi6n de que somos sus duenos, 0 los herederos de sus ilusorios inventores' (Montejo 1998: 105) , but in fact 'la lengua nos habla como la musica nos baila' (Montejo 1998: 36) , recalling Heidegger's assertion that 'man acts as though he were the shaper and master of language, while in fact language remains the master of man' (Heidegger 2001: 213) . In short, Montejo's concept of the 'inauthentic' habitat, ciphered in the images of the modem, urban city and the lack of the childhood casa, is that of a being caught in language as a prison, the 'prison-house of language,12 to borrow a term from Fredric Jameson, and, ultimately, Nietszche. Caught inside it, Montejo tells us, its walls 'nos tapian el mundo' ('Final provisorio' (Montejo 1982: 66) ). This is 'inauthentic' dwelling for Montejo, and stands in stark contrast to poetry, to poetic language. It is to this poetic language, then, that Montejo seeks to 'return', transforming the prison of language into the poetic home once more.
Accordingly, on the level of the collective -the city -Montejo's response is not to promote the reconstruction of an actual bricks-and-mortar dwelling, but to construct a poetic city, a city made out of poetic language. 'Escribo para fundar una ciudad' (Montejo 1978 : 6r), Montejo declares in 'Una ciudad' from Terredad (1978) . In effect, following on from the Paris of Baudelaire, the Alexandria of Cavafy, and the Lisbon of the four Pessoas, Montejo seeks to create the Caracas of Montejo: a poetic habitat for his countryfolk, where the poet is 'el arquitecto por exce1encia' (Montejo 1996: 14) , searching for: la arquiteetura subjetiva de puentes, eolumnas, eatedrales ereada en palabras nuevas con el abeeedario de las fonnas fuertes.
('Una eiudad' (Montejo r978: 6r» What is more, by referring to the words which are to make up this poetic city as 'palabras nuevas', Montejo once again draws attention to the fact that his supposed project of recuperation of a lost poetic language is underscored and undercut by the realization that such a language never was. In short, just as we have identified the lost 'authentic' habitat as never having been, so here Montejo's own language reveals that the poetic words which are to constitute the new 'authentic' dwelling are located not in the past, but always in the future, in the yet-to-come. Having thus established that the poetic language out of which the 'authentic' city is to be built is, in fact, projected rather than recuperative, the question still remains as to how this envisaged poetic language and habitat is to escape from being 'plain' language, the prisonhouse. Crucial in this respect is the persistent recurrence in Montejo's poetry of piedras, stones. We have already seen how he focuses on the 'piedras ausentes' ('Gira todo vivir por mi reloj ya calvo' (Montejo 1967: 9)) when talking of his lost childhood casa, and, likewise, in 'Estan demoliendo la ciudad' from Terredad, Montejo makes explicit mention of the stones of the city that he is watching being demolished and made absent before him:
Me duele cada golpe de las picas, cada estruendo, ahora que mis ojos son las tiltimas piedras que Ie quedan. (Montejo 1978: 40) In short, both types of 'authentic' habitat are constructed from stones, and it is the loss and absence of these essential building blocks which lies at the heart of Montejo's poetics of the loss of 'authentic' poetic habitat. 14 they are originary, essential, and prior to form in things or language. This, then, is the nature of the stones whose absence and collapse Montejo describes when he talks of the lost, poetic casa and city. And this is the nature of the stones which must be used in the walls of the new poetic city, stones which, being the building blocks of a poetic habitat, we can identify as poetic words. What is more, they are stones -or words -which stand in sharp contrast to those found in the modern city in which the poet currently finds himsel£ Here, all that lies before the poet are just plain stones, 'que se amontonan en altos edificios' ('Final provisorio' (Montejo 1982: 66) ), a cipher for the plain words out of which our prison is constructed. In the poetic habitat which Montejo seeks to build, then, words are to be stones in the construction process, but not with their originary essence silenced as now, no longer just 'plain' words, but essential, originary stones, as Montejo comments explicitly in the poem 'Escritura' from Alfabeto del mundo (1988 Nevertheless, as the use of the future tense in these lines shows, such a poetic construction is still very much depicted as envisaged. The poems we have before us describe what is sought, rather than claiming to be that desired poetic habitat. Indeed, more than this, in the poem 'Las sombras' from Tr6pico absoluto, Montejo depicts his writing of poetry -the very poetry we are reading -as leading not to the sought-after 'authentic' habitat, but merely to a repetition of the emprisoning 'plain' language which the poet is attempting to replace and avoid:
No se por que ni para quien sigo escribiendo. Ya mi mana tambien es una sombra y letra a letra me tapia entre muraIlas.
('Las sombras' (Montejo 1982: 65 ))
The stones, or words, which are constructing Montejo's poetic habitat here are most definitely not the 'authentic' stones of which he writes elsewhere. The walls are those of a city ('murallas'), but it is ultimately the same prison-habitat, the same 'inauthentic' city as before: Montejo effectively portrays himself as unable to make the leap from 'plain' language to poetic language. But if Montejo considers the poetic city a construction which he has not yet realized, he also, crucially, feels it as potential. Whereas in Elegos Montejo bemoans the 'piedras ausentes' ('Gira todo vivir por mi reloj ya calvo' (Montejo 1967: 9) ), by the time of Alfabeto del mundo, he talks of the envisaged construction as one which persists in and as absence, where 'queda una ausencia mas fuerte que las piedras' ('EI edificio' (Montejo 1988 : 203». In other words, the absence of the stones is what makes them essential, what enables them to go beyond themselves. This is the key move: from viewing absence as a sign of loss, to viewing absence as the essential characteristic of 'authentic' stones, as being what makes stones, or words on the page, poetic. The poetic city in Montejo's work, then, is ultimately envisaged as one of absent structure, of structure without structure. Indeed, in this sense, Montejo both echoes Heidegger's affirmation that poetry is not 'building in the sense of raising and fitting buildings', but 'the primal form of building' (Heidegger 2001: 224-25) , and also provides us with his own definition of this 'primal form of building': it is, paradoxically, a form of building prior to, and without, form. However, it is important to emphasize here that this engagement with the theory of the nature of an 'authentic' poetic construction and the concept of 'authentic' or kabbalic stones does not indicate a move away from the specificity of the loss at hand. In fact, quite the opposite is the case. Montejo frequently reminds us that the stones of which he talks, the stones from which he seeks to construct his poetic city are very specifically the essential, originary stones of Venezuela. In 'Mi pais baja al mar' from Alfabeto del mundo Montejo emphasizes that he is concerned with the 'antiguas piedras' of 'mi pais', where 'ninguna [de las piedras] es jonica 0 corintia, nunca fueron a Grecia,l detestan los viajes' (Montejo 1988: 190) , and in EI cuaderno de BIas ColI the author declares that his countryfolk's habitat is to be a casa 'hecha con las piedras del lugar' (Montejo 1998 : 35, italics mine). Montejo's concern throughout his engagement with, and theorizing of, piedras, then, is still very much for the construction of a Venezuelan poetic habitat.
Yet what this last quotation also reveals is a certain blurring of terms evident throughout Montejo's poetics of habitat and loss. On the one hand Montejo writes of the construction of a poetic city for the collective society of twentieth-century Venezuela. But on the other hand he cannot help but slip into referring to this city as a casa, 'la casa de todos' (Montejo 1998 : 35), as he declares in EI cuaderno de BIas ColI.
Certainly, in his depiction of the collective habitat as determined by a national Orphic poetic figure, a Ramos Sucre figure, Montejo goes some way to suggesting how his search for a personal poetic habitat might relate to this collective poetic construction: the building of the poetic city is inseparable from the construction of the casa of Montejo -the poetic figure himself -in that, without the poet being at home in poetry, and thus at home as poet, there can be no wider poetic construction. But it is two poems which appear one after the other in the collection Algunas palabras (1976) 16which hold the real key to seeing both how Montejo conceives of his personal poetic casa being created and how he attempts to link such a construction to the wider question of the collective habitat.
The first poem, 'Las nubes', describes how: The fixity and seeming timelessness of the poetic childhood casa are now gone, replaced by a wandering far from this originary home, which is now lost in the wake of the dispersing clouds. The following poem, 'El otto', however, describes how an Orphic-like poetic figure reverses this process:
Llama a todas las casas de la tierra, cambia dolor por compama, hastio por inocencia, y de noche se acerca a mi lampara, escribe para que las nubes amanezcan mas al centro del patio, junto al pais que nos espera.
('El otto' (Montejo 1976: 65)) Turning once again to a Heideggerean framework, we see how, in these two poems, Montejo grants clouds a similar meaning to Heidegger in his reading ofHOlderlin's 'Homecoming' in 'Remembrance of the poet,.17 For Heidegger, clouds, hovering over the earth on which we dwell and below the sky to which they reach, are synonymous with the poetic moment: 'The cloud writes poetry', Heidegger declares (Heidegger 1949: 266) . And in these poems by Montejo we see the same idea. The clouds are initially linked with the poetic casa of infancy, and their dispersal synonymous with precisely the move into unpoetic language which we have seen Montejo identify as the nature of the current 'inauthentic' habitat: all that is left of the past habitat, we are told, is the 'resto', or surplus, which is now lost in the wake of the clouds, the term 'estelas' referring to the wake of a ship which leads back, of course, not to origins, but just to the open expanse of the sea. 1S
Following this dispersal, Montejo portrays the envisaged return to the lost 'authentic' casa in terms of an Orphic-like poetic figure fusing with the poet working by lamplight and, through him, writing to effect a return to the cloud lingering above the homely patio of the mythic and poetic casa of infancy: that is, a return to poetry. In effect, then, these poems point to Heidegger's assertion in the same essay, 'Remembrance of the poet', that 'it is in writing that the principal return home consists' (Heidegger 1949: 281) : the clouds are both the potentiality and writing of poetic language, and that of which Montejo seeks the return.
In short, the clouds are the casa, the 'authentic' poetic dwelling. Poetic writing is not just, as Heidegger declares, 'the actual homecoming' (Heidegger 1949: 281) , but is shown in these poems to be the home itself too. But Montejo goes further. In 'El otro', he describes the re-forming of the clouds or poetic casa as being synonymous with the homeless poetic figure rediscovering the poetic essence, becoming Orphic in nature and scope. Yet a closer reading of 'Las nubes' reveals that there is more at stake here than synonymity. In this poem, clouds and self are blurred:
they disperse him, yet the childhood casa is lost in their wake, as if they were the ones who were being dispersed. Likewise, at the end of the poem, the clouds are described as being far from the site of the old casa, where initially it is he -the poet -who is scattered far and wide. More than synonymity, then, the poetic self is the clouds, that is, he is poetic writing. In short, the poet is revealed, in this loss of and return to poetry and to being an Orphic poet, as being one with poetic language, as being one with the 'authentic' poetic habitat. 19 And this is the heart of Montej 0' s response to the loss of the personal casa. We have seen how Montejo describes 'plain' language as our skin, our house, and yet, equally, our prison. That is, we are trapped within the walls of language, the walls which 'nos tapian el mundo' ('Final provisorio' (Montejo 1982: 66) ). For the figure of the poet, then, the change in habitat from language to poetry marks a shift from being inside the space contained by language to inhabiting the walls of language themselves. The poet no longer inhabits language in the sense of being bound and bounded by it. He -as poet -is not in the house any more, he is the house, the poetic house. But, having signalled this poetic move into the walls of the house, we are also made aware that, in the poem 'El otro', Montejo then shifts the terms. From the concern with the personal casa of the poet in 'Las nubes', the envisaged return to the 'authentic' poetic habitat in the second poem talks of this being a matter for all the houses of the earth. The Orphic poet re-forms the clouds, reconstructs the poetic casa with its homely patio. But the house standing in this patio is now not that of the poet, but that of the country as a whole: the poet's poetic habitat or home is to be that of the collective, of the whole nation.
And yet, despite this affirmation of a poetic habitat accomplished, something is not quite right. Going back to our initial observations of the loneliness of the poet as he contemplates the lack of 'authentic' habitats both personal and societal, we see how the pined-after poetic habitat has always been one where Montejo '[se] reconozca menos solitario' ('Poema de la calle Quito' (Montejo 1988: 167) ), where there is communion, with everyone 'partiendo juntos cada vez el pan' ('Terredad' (Montejo 1978: 17) ). But, in fact, we are left with a poetics which remains pervaded by solitude, with much of his later work, in particular EI cuaderno de BIas ColI, Guitarra del horizonte (1991),20 and several essays from EI taller blanco, being dominated by the image of the solitary poetic figure, often portrayed as living alone by the sea on the Venezuelan coast. This positioning of the poet is higWy significant: his casa is the coastline of the country, its borders, its walls. That is to say, his poetic habitat, with which he is one, is also the casa of the whole nation, just as our reading of his poetry has suggested. It encloses the country, which thus lives within the poet's poetic walls.
Yet here is the essential problematic, and the reason for the tension between the personal and the collective habitats remaining unresolved: in the envisaged poetic construction, only the poet makes the move from the inside to the walls of the habitat itself, from being bounded by language to being one with poetic language. Montejo has sought to redefine his countryfolk's 'inauthentic' habitat, to poeticize it, but he can, finally, only describe a way of inhabiting the poetic on the personal level, for himsel£ Concerned with a mythical habitat, a habitat outside of time and physical space, he is ultimately unable to effect a change within the history and spatial reality of his country. Having contemplated the habitats he is faced with in modem Venezuela, the Orphic poet can merely construct his own house apart, and wait in vain for the rest to join him, condemned ineluctably to repeat the paradox of Orpheus himself of being both at home in the world and yet grounded in alienation:
Viene a cantar (si canta) a nuestra puerta, a todas las puertas. Aqui se queda, aqui planta su casa y paga su condena porque nosotros somos el Infierno.
('Orfeo')21 Many of the poems I shall be discussing in which Montejo reflects on the city as was and as is now are written very much with Venezuela as their setting, and often appeal specifically to the poet's own experiences, as we shall see. Whilst it is impossible to identify the city of which he is writing in his poems as being exclusively anyone city in particular, the fact that he appears so frequently to speak from his own experience suggests a specific alignment with a city of Montejo's own past. This leads to the identification of both Caracas, the city in which Montejo was born and has subsequently spent a great deal of his life, and Valencia, the provincial city in which he spent a great deal of his upbringing. Both these cities are mentioned in his poetry: Valencia in the poem 'Valencia' (Eugenio Montejo, Tr6pico absoluto (Caracas:
